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“… Mr Alfred West has accomplished with his pictures
what Mr. Rudyard Kipling has done in story and verse
…………..”
‘MORNING POST’, 1905
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Alfred West F.R.G.S.
18571857-1937

Alfred West is one of many
thousands of photographers who were active
throughout the late 19th
Century when the passion
for recording people and
families first took hold.
He’s been largely forgotten, though much of his
early and award-winning
photographic work still
exists – but since 1916 is stored safely at Beken’s,
photographers at Cowes in the Isle of Wight.
His small legacy of the hundreds of thousands of
feet of moving film made and sold during his career is curated by the National Film and Television Archive, and the Wessex Sound and Video
Archive at Winchester under the guidance of Mr
David Lee. Film Clips can be viewed on the “Our
Navy” Website. However, the bulk of the vulnerable nitrate film stock is presumed to be lost forever after he made an ill-judged sale of it in 1913.
Alfred West was ambitious and ingenious, an international showman and inventor. He had two
distinct careers – an award-winning one in yachting photography from 1882, and a second one
from 1897, in moving pictures.
From 1881, Alfred became a considerable artist in
his chosen medium of Yacht photographs.
He won around 60 medals for his work. He was
unchallenged from 1882 till 1890 when Frank
Beken of Cowes became his worthy competitor.
In fact the Beken firm became very significant in
the ultimate preservation of Alfred West’s photographic work after 1916 and his 120-year photographic studies are still sold today.

of this board hung a stout cord tied to a large weight
resting on the floor. The camera could thus be kept
steady, but at the same time could be turned in the
direction from which my next subject was approaching.”

The Mohawk

This picture is regarded as one of West’s finest—the
Mohawk is seen here racing off Hurst Castle at the Royal
Southampton Regatta in 1884 - photographed in the act
of winning a first prize. This photograph was awarded
the Gold Medal at the St Louis Convention for which 9
other countries competed. Note the crew member at the
cross-trees retrieving the flying outhaul. AJ West reported that this rope nearly got tangled in his own craft .
(Photo Copyright—Beken of Cowes)
West wrote in his Autobiography: “I had a little yawl in
which I rigged up a contrivance for supporting my camera,
which was too heavy to hold in the hand. Over the yacht’s well
I arranged a frame of iron tubing, from which was slung a
board on which the camera was clamped, and from each corner

West’s ingenuity led him to invent a turning cradle of great stability which he could use at sea.
These is his diagrams showing how it worked in
the yawl that he used for photography .
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